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To All Dhamma Friends,

This year (2012) is a significant year for us, because
our most holy Sitagu Sayadawgyi will be 75 years old
on Feb 23, 2012. Also this year the Sitagu Shwe Zigon
Pagoda, the tallest and the most purely Burmese Tradi-
tional Style Pagoda in the United States, will officially
open at the Sitagu Buddhist Vihara, Austin (capitol of
Texas), USA on the Full Moon Day of May, 2012.

In such an auspicious year I would like to print a spe-
cial memorial booklet of Sitagu Sayadaw’s recent col-
lected speeches. The following are to be included:

1. 2600th Buddha Day speech in United Nations, New
York, USA. (Morning Speech)

2. 2600th Buddha Day speech in United Nations, New
York, USA. (Evening Speech)

3. Global Buddhist Congregation 2011, in Delhi, In-
dia. (Day One Speech)

4. Global Buddhist Congregation 2011, in Delhi, In-
dia. (Day Two Speech)

For this memorial effort I’d like first to thank Dr. Ashin
Sandarthiri, abbot of Sitagu Sangha Vihara, Florida,
who typed the manuscript and designed the layout. I
would also like to thank the donors for this booklet, the
very pious U Tun Sein and Daw Mya Kyi family of
Houston, Texas. Finally, I would like to thank Dr. Ashin
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Pannasiha, Dr. Ashin Cintita and all brother Sitagu
monks who helped in the compilation and editing of
this booklet.

May you be healthy and happy,

peaceful and liberated,

Yours in the Dhamma,

Ariyadhamma, Ashin, Dr.
Assistant of Sitagu Sayadaw

In charge of Sitagu Missionary Association in USA
Abbot of Sitagu Buddhist Vihara

9001 Honeycomb Dr.
Austin, Texas, USA

January 1, 2012, Sunday.

Ven. Dr. Ashin Nyanissaraii



Ten Types of Noble Message of the Lord Buddha,Ten Types of Noble Message of the Lord Buddha,Ten Types of Noble Message of the Lord Buddha,Ten Types of Noble Message of the Lord Buddha,Ten Types of Noble Message of the Lord Buddha,

Great Benefactor of MankindGreat Benefactor of MankindGreat Benefactor of MankindGreat Benefactor of MankindGreat Benefactor of Mankind

By Dr. Ashin Nyanissara

On this occasion of commemorating the
Buddha’s day, which falls on the full-moon day of
May known as Vesakha PunnimaVesakha PunnimaVesakha PunnimaVesakha PunnimaVesakha Punnima, I am deeply
honored to take this opportunity to convey my sincere
wish, pure love and boundless compassion to the
whole world.

This “Threefold Sacred DayThreefold Sacred DayThreefold Sacred DayThreefold Sacred DayThreefold Sacred Day” is the most
significant and auspicious day for the Buddhist world,
since Siddhattha Gotama was born, attained supremewas born, attained supremewas born, attained supremewas born, attained supremewas born, attained supreme
enlightenmentenlightenmentenlightenmentenlightenmentenlightenment and passed into final demisepassed into final demisepassed into final demisepassed into final demisepassed into final demise on this
very Full-moon dayFull-moon dayFull-moon dayFull-moon dayFull-moon day.       

(Morning Speech)

2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF
THE BUDDHATHE BUDDHATHE BUDDHATHE BUDDHATHE BUDDHA

UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011
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On this Threefold Sacred Day of the Buddha,
I sincerely would like to deliver the following TenfoldTenfoldTenfoldTenfoldTenfold
Noble Message,Noble Message,Noble Message,Noble Message,Noble Message, on which platform all religious,
political and social leaders should walk together.

The Ten Sacred Messages are as follows:

1. Dana:Dana:Dana:Dana:Dana: Generosity. Generosity. Generosity. Generosity. Generosity. DÈna means giving up of
our possessions, sharing of our power with others.
Nowadays, craving for power, influence and wealth
is the main cause for war and tension. Learning the
beauty of giving, we should have pity on the millions
of people who are living under the poverty-line and
suffering from disease and ignorance.

2. Sila:Sila:Sila:Sila:Sila: Discipline. Discipline. Discipline. Discipline. Discipline. SÊla means not to generate
any evil deeds or speech. Every leader should value
life by practicing morality. So, guard your morality
to become a good leader. Foreign policies of nations
are mostly based on selfish  interests, lacking a moral
dimension. Morality serves as the foundation for the
development of meritorious deeds.

3. Nekkhama:Nekkhama:Nekkhama:Nekkhama:Nekkhama: Renunciation. Renunciation. Renunciation. Renunciation. Renunciation. We, as leaders of
countries, should sacrifice or renounce our time,
money, power and sensual pleasures for the welfare
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of the nations. As long as we cannot renounce them,
we can never minister service to the nations.

4. Panna:Panna:Panna:Panna:Panna:  Wisdom.  Wisdom.  Wisdom.  Wisdom.  Wisdom. Removing the ignorance,
understanding the truth, seeing the real nature and
reviewing the correct vision are very important to
make balanced decisions. A good leader should
approach wise men to fulfill the perfection of wisdom.
Wisdom guided by awareness and diligence is
invaluable to decision makers.

5. Viriya:Viriya:Viriya:Viriya:Viriya: Endeavor. Endeavor. Endeavor. Endeavor. Endeavor. Whatever we do, our
endeavor must be right, peaceful, beautiful and
beneficial for oneself as well as for others. Striving
steadfastly without slacking in efforts and
perseverance is the perfection of right endeavor, just
as the lion makes maximum exertion whether the task
is small or great.

6. Khanti:Khanti:Khanti:Khanti:Khanti:  Patience.  Patience.  Patience.  Patience.  Patience. A religious or political
leader should be patient or tolerant in every situation,
good or bad, and be indifferent to both praise and
criticism. This great earth shows no sign of love or
hatred toward all the things that are dumped upon it
but forbears them whether they are clean and good
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or unclean and foul. The leader should put up with
all that is done to him be it in honor or in contempt.

7. Sacca:Sacca:Sacca:Sacca:Sacca:  Truth.  Truth.  Truth.  Truth.  Truth. Leaders should not utter any
conscious lies for the sake of wealth and power. They
should not be swayed by desire, anger, fear, delusion.
Leaders should constantly establish the Perfection of
Truthfulness which is speaking only the truth with
no duplicity in speech. Planet Venus pursues its own
course through all the seasons without running along
a different orbit. All leaders should lead their nation
without forsaking the truth, and uttering no falsehood.

8. Adhitthana:Adhitthana:Adhitthana:Adhitthana:Adhitthana:  Resolution.  Resolution.  Resolution.  Resolution.  Resolution. The leaders should
make resolution as steadfast as a rocky mountain
which never trembles when the storm beats upon it.
Likewise, the leaders must be unshaken in their
resolution.

9. Metta:Metta:Metta:Metta:Metta:  Loving Kindness.  Loving Kindness.  Loving Kindness.  Loving Kindness.  Loving Kindness. Metta means
loving kindness to those who are well disposed or ill
disposed toward us. We should regard both good and
bad equally without difference, just as the water
extends its coolness equally alike to both the wicked
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and virtuous. Therefore, leaders should develop
thoughts of friendliness to friend and foe alike.

10. Upekkha:Upekkha:Upekkha:Upekkha:Upekkha: Equanimity. Equanimity. Equanimity. Equanimity. Equanimity. We leaders should
not be perturbed by prosperity and adversity, gain
and lost, honor and censure. A leader must have the
quality of equilibrium of mind. We should go through
the middle way by being always evenly balanced in
both favor and fear without attachment.

These ten qualities are called ‘The Ten‘The Ten‘The Ten‘The Ten‘The Ten
Perfections’Perfections’Perfections’Perfections’Perfections’. As a leader in religion or in politics,
when we fulfill these ten leadership qualities, we can
become perfect leaders. This is the way to peace and
harmony. The Buddha preached common ground how
to live together peacefully and harmoniously for all
nations. This is the Buddha’s message “Speak forSpeak forSpeak forSpeak forSpeak for
peace, seek after harmony, fill up in your heartpeace, seek after harmony, fill up in your heartpeace, seek after harmony, fill up in your heartpeace, seek after harmony, fill up in your heartpeace, seek after harmony, fill up in your heart
with these Ten Perfectionswith these Ten Perfectionswith these Ten Perfectionswith these Ten Perfectionswith these Ten Perfections”.

 The Buddha emphatically taught us the
importance of morality, intellectuality, unity,morality, intellectuality, unity,morality, intellectuality, unity,morality, intellectuality, unity,morality, intellectuality, unity,
tolerance, forgiveness, selflessness, amitytolerance, forgiveness, selflessness, amitytolerance, forgiveness, selflessness, amitytolerance, forgiveness, selflessness, amitytolerance, forgiveness, selflessness, amity as ways
and means to come to terms with the problems of
life.
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The Buddha addressed his noble message selflessness
and selfless services, value of virtue, boundless
compassion and universal love. He declared that the
road to spiritual development is open to all in every
condition of life. He emphasized that tolerance and
forgiveness are the best way to harmony, and that
intolerance and un-forgiveness are the greatest
enemies of mankind. During the peaceful march of
his teaching for 2550 years journey, not a single drop
of blood was shed in the world in the name of
Buddhism. May the sublime Dhamma prevail in its
pristine purity in every corner of the world.

Venerable Dr. Ashin Nyanissara, (Ph.D., D.Litt.)
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LET’S BUILD COMMON PLATFORM

by Dr. Ashin Nyanassara

In commemoration of the Buddha’s day which
falls on the Full moon Day of May, known as Vesakha
Punnima, I am very happy to take this opportunity to
convey my sincere wishes, pure love, and boundless
compassion to all beings in the whole world. Then I
take great honor and appreciation in participating in
this great celebration of the Buddha, The Greatest
Teacher of men and gods celebrat at the Headquarter
of United Nations in New York, USA.

This “Threefold Sacred Day” is the most
significant and auspicious day for the Buddhist world,
since Siddhattha Gotama was born at Lumbini Park in
Nepal, attained supreme enlightenment, became the

(Evening Speech)

2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF2600 BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY OF
THE BUDDHATHE BUDDHATHE BUDDHATHE BUDDHATHE BUDDHA

UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011UN. New York. USA. May 16, 2011
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Buddha at Uruvela Forest near Gaya in India, passed
into Parinibbana (final Demise) at Sala Forest in
Uttaraparadesh of India. These three great events took
place on this very full-moon day of May.

After His enlightenment, He lived for forty-
five years as a Buddha, within 45 years the Buddha
taught only the Dhamma. Dhamma is not a kind of
Religious System, but it is a system to learn, to practice,
to train, to understand for those who are keen to turn
new leaves of life, and to convert from evil to noble.
Dhamma is an allmighty technique to solve the
problems of mankind.

Many political leaders of the world have
organized and formed and reformed many organizations
in order to solve the problems of nations.

The United Nation Organization is a unique
example in the world. But unity in diversity, diversity
in unity, love in hate, hate in love, association in
separation etc. are unavoidable dualisms, this way and
that nobody can find ultimate solutions for a nation in
the world today.

Ven. Dr. Ashin Nyanissara8



Science and technology also never can find
solutions for spirituality; they can search and research
to end the problems of the world, but will only search
on and on to no avail.

The world of living beings is constituted of
both mind and materiality. One of the Buddha’s
messages is "Mano pubbangama dhamma," that is,
mind is forerunner, mind makes human life, mind is
master of man, mind molds the human life, human
beings are architects of their own lives, so, in order to
create a beautiful life, we should mold our minds to be
beautiful. Nowadays, the world of mankind is full of
chaos, full of evil, full of battles, full of crime, full of
sorrow and suffering. These unpleasant situations and
miserable events are generated by evil minds. Many of
Buddha’s messages mention that the starting point of
these miserable events is the selfishness thought of an
egocentric world. The beginning of competition and
conflict is the thought of jealousy or unhappiness about
other’s progress and success. Therefore, the Buddha
emphatically stated that “you should exert yourself to
convert from selfishness to selflessness, from jealousy
to joy, from evil to nobility."
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The message of the Buddha is absolute
tolerance. Intolerance is the greatest enemy of all
religions. The Buddha advised His disciples not to
become angry, not to be discontented, even not to be
displeased when others speak of ill of Him and His
teaching. If you show displeasure, you will only bring
yourself into danger of spiritual loss.

Another one of His profound messages is to
exercise loving-kindness toward every living being
making no distinction whatever. He clearly stated that
loving-kindness and tolerance are the foundation for
the spirit of brotherhood of all nations and all religions.
This universal spirit of brotherhood of loving-kindness,
boundless compassion and great tolerance will break
down all barriers separating one nation from another.
If we followers of different faiths cannot meet on a
common platform like brothers and sisters, simply
because we belong to different religions then, surely,
the noble religious leaders will have failed in the noble
missionary services for the cause of humanity.

So, we religious leaders try to remove such
evil spirits of internal enemies from everyone's
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respective religious standpoint. So, to solve the common
problems of all nations we should build a common
platform to walk on together. This is our common
platform: the thought of selflessness, the thought of
sincere wishes, the thought of pure love, the thought of
compassion, the thought of tolerance and the thought
of right understanding, What we are? Where we are?
What do we have to do?

May all beings in suffering be liberated from
suffering.

May all beings in danger be liberated from danger.
May all beings in sorrow be liberated from sorrow.

Venerable Dr. Ashin Nyanissara, (Ph.D., D. Litt.)
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GLOBAL BUDDHIST CONGREGATION 2011
NEW DELHI, INDIA
November 27-29, 2011

(Day One Speech)

UNIVERSAL SPIRIT FOR PEACE AND
HARMONY

by Dr. Ashin Nyanissara (Ph.D, D.Litt.)

Where there is darkness, the light is really needed. The
darkness and the light cannot coexist. We have to put
the light in place of darkness. When there is fire, water
is absolutely necessary. Today, the world is under the
darkness of sorrow and suffering caused by violence
and conflict. In the Buddha’s message, it was said, “The
world is blind, the world is unstable, and the world is
burning.” In world history, there has been so much
bloodshed because of craving power and ignoring the
Truth. So, the world is badly in need of peace, harmony
and co-existence. This is a great challenge for political
leaders, spiritual leaders and religious leaders. We all
have to accept those responsibilities and meet those
challenges.

Ven. Dr. Ashin Nyanissara12



Every religion has an outer shell and inner core. The
outer shell consists of rites, rituals, ceremonies, beliefs,
myths, and doctrines —which differentiate one religion
from another. However, there is an inner core which is
common to all religions. This is the universal teaching
of morality, charity, discipline, purity of mind, loving-
kindness, compassion, good will, tolerance, and insight.
This is a common denominator that all religious leaders
ought to emphasize and religious followers ought to
practice. If proper attention is given to the essence of
all religions, love; tolerance and compassion can
minimize conflict and violence.

All human beings should be free to profess and free to
follow their faith. However, they must be careful not
to neglect the practice at the essence of their own
respective religion, not to disturb others for their own
religion, and not condemn other faiths. In this diversity
of faiths, when people of different views approached
the Buddha, He said, “Let us set aside our differences,
let us give attention to what we can agree on and let us
put the common core which we agree upon into practice.
Why quarrel?” Such wise counsel still retains its value
today.
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It is clear that the votaries of violence primarily hurt
their own kith and kin. They may do so directly through
their intolerance or indirectly by provoking a violent
response to their actions. On the other hand, “Blessed
are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.” This is
the law of nature. It may equally be called the decree
or way of God. The Buddha said, “Animosity can be
eradicated by its opposite —which is love, patience,
forgiveness and so on—. Animosity cannot be
eradicated by animosity. Violence can cease by
nonviolence. Violence never cease by violence. Hatred
can never  cease by hatred in this world. Through pure
love only, can they cease. This is an eternal law.” This
is Dhamma. What is called Dhamma in the world has
nothing to do with Buddhism, Hinduism, Jainism,
Judaism, Sikhism, Islamism, or any other “ism”.
Dhamma is a simple truth. Dhamma teaches us not to
harm others. We first harm ourselves by generating
mental negativity, and by removing such negativity, we
can find peace within ourselves and we can also
strengthen peace in the world.

Venerable Dr. Ashin Nyanissara, (Ph.D., D. Litt.)
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GLOBAL BUDDHIST CONGREGATION 2011
NEW DELHI, INDIA
November 27-29, 2011

(Day Two Speech)

Common Ground for Living Together

by Dr. Ashin Nyanissara (Ph.D., D.Litt.)

We, human beings, are mysterious beings with
inconceivable potentialities. Noble characteristics and
criminal tendencies are latent within us. These may rise
up to the surface of our life at any time unexpectedly
without using strength and power. These potentialities
or tendencies are dormant within us in various degrees.

Within the powerful complex human’s mind, we find a
treasure vault of virtues and wisdom, then we find a
rubbish heap of wickedness and corruption. By
developing these respective characteristics, we may
become either a blessing or a curse to humanity. We,
human beings, consist of both mind and matter. One of
the Buddha’s messages is "Manopubbangama
Dhamma"— mind is forerunner, mind is chief in life,
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mind is the master of man, mind molds the human life,
mind makes happiness and suffering, mind creates
beauty and ugliness. Therefore, human beings are
architects of their own lives. Thus, in order to create
our beautiful life or beautiful world or peaceful world,
we must mold our minds to be beautiful and peaceful
first.

Today’s world is full of chaos, full of crime, full of
misery, full of evil, full of violence. The nations are
arming themselves to their teeth. Human lives are in
danger and threatened by arm races among great
countries. Their weapons of mass destruction are
capable of killing many human lives at any moment.

Many atrocities have been perpetrated which baffle
description. Cruel wars have been waged, marring the
pages of world history. The unpleasant situations and
miserable events are generated by evil minds. The
starting point of miserable events is selfish thought of
egocentric human beings in world. The source of
competition and conflict is the thought of jealousy or
unhappiness over others’ progress and success.

Ven. Dr. Ashin Nyanissara16



Another powerful destructive vice within us is anger.
The constructive virtue that can eliminate such evil
force is Loving-kindness. Cruelty is another vice that
is responsible for many horrors and atrocities prevalent
in the world today. Compassion is its antidote to those
vices. Jealousy is another vice that is poison to every
system of the world. Poisonous jealousy leads to
unhealthy rivalries and dangerous competition. The
most effective remedy for this poisonous sickness is
Appreciative Joy.

I would like to introduce some of Buddha’s message
with you in this conference. A salient message of the
Buddha is Great Tolerance. Intolerance is the great
weakness of political leaders. All leaders should regard
this as a sterling quality of heart like the great earth
which never shows sign of pleasure or displeasure
toward any pleasant or unpleasant situations put upon
it, but rather the earth forbears them whether they are
foul or flower without attaching, detaching, depressing,
reacting. Stability of mind and balance of mind are
very powerful tools to make this world a peaceful place
to live in. To build a harmonious community, other
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useful tools are universal love, boundless compassion,
sympathetic joy, selflessness and wisdom.

Loving-kindness treats both the good and the bad
equally without making any discrimination, just as the
water extends its coolness and calmness equally alike
to both the wicked and virtuous. So, we should develop
the thought of universal love.

Next, to make better the world we live in, wisdom is
another important quality we must possess. Removing
the ignorance which is darkness of delusion in life,
understanding the Truth, seeing the real nature,
receiving the correct vision are very important to make
right decisions.

The Buddha clearly stated that these noble qualities
and virtues are the foundation for the brotherhood all
nations and of all religions. This universal brotherhood,
selflessness, boundless compassion, great tolerance, and
right vision will break down all barriers separating one
nation from another. If we, the leaders and followers
of different faiths, cannot meet, cannot live, on a
common ground like brothers and sisters, simply
because we belong to different religions, then surely,
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all our noble missionary and ministry services have
failed.

I truly believe that all religious teachings could help to
transform the hearts and minds of human beings and
bring them to the realization of Truth and liberate from
the bondage of hardship and suffering. Those timeless
teachings give rise to the loving-kindness, mutual
respect, coexistence together in the same planet. I am
positive that all of my spiritual brothers and sisters
here today will hold and share the same belief and point
of view regarding the purpose of religious teachings.
Day in and day out, we religious leaders, have been
teaching relentlessly and guiding people to attain the
state of nobility, peacefulness and liberation from all
kinds of suffering for many years to come.

There are many rivers on land - for example, the
Mississippi and Colorado in the US; the Nile in Africa;
the Amazon in South American; the Thames in England;
the Rhine in Europe; the Ganges in India; the
Ayerwaddy in Myanmar; the Yellow River in China;
etc — having so many different names. In spite of the
different names, all rivers have shared the same common
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characteristic — which is also known as water in
general or H2O in scientific terms. We need to try our
best to acquire the skill to see the fundamental
characteristic of water instead of getting caught up with
their proper names and various locations. No matter
where the water comes from, the water can do two
wonders — purify and cleanse everyone who takes a
shower and refresh the tiring heart with a sip of it. I am
convinced that all religious leaders should possess the
same two qualities of water and we need to assume
that our jobs are to help people purify their minds and
sooth their weary hearts. All rivers flow through the
land and wilderness, all rivers lose their identities the
moment that they flow into the seas. The Nile, the Rhine,
the Ganges, etc, cannot keep their identities and names.
Instead, all become part of one big deep blue sea. We
should not lose sight of spiritual goals, moral
purification and tranquility.

Science and technology can never find a solution for
human problems. They invent material things and make
people comfortable but they do not necessary bring
happiness. In the Buddha’s message, it was said that
the mind is the master of man, the mind is the creator
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of happiness or sorrow, battle field or paddy field,
bloody world or beautiful world, etc.

So, we should try to change such mind from wicked to
honest, corrupt to correct, hatred to love, cruelty to
compassion, fear to favor, violence to peace, division
to unity, evil to nobility.

In summary, we need to work together hand in hand
with all religious leaders and journey together on the
common highway. In order to create peace, harmony
and coexistence, we religious leaders build common
ground. Let’s live together peacefully and
harmoniously.

 May the sublime teaching prevail in its pristine purity.

May the truth and peace prevail in every corner of the

world.

Venerable Dr. Ashin Nyanissara (D.Litt., Ph.D.)
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We Resolve

With no thought of pride or glory,

With utmost humility,

We resolve to make better

the world we live in and,

To promote our Sasana,

To the best of our ability.

Sitagu Sayadaw

e


